HoY Newsletter—Week 5—Year 9
Year 9,
I continue to be impressed with your hard work and dedication to your school studies. I am immensely proud to
manage a year group of students who have shown great resilience in such a difficult time. I am pleased to hear
that so many of you are learning new skills and undertaking activities you enjoy. I have seen such fantastic
pieces of work produced and commend you for the efforts you continue to give to your subjects - this makes my
selection of only two workers of the week even more difficult. Keep up with all your hard work and
commitment, it is not going unnoticed and you will also be in the best position when you return to the
classroom.
Hope you continue to remain safe and well and look forward to seeing you all back at school soon.
Miss R Day
Two Workers of the Week:
Jessica Head - brilliant commitment and effort with all her studies. Fantastic comments from teachers regarding
her efforts with her subjects. She should be very proud of this achievement.
Charlie Davidson - fantastic feedback from many of Charlie's teachers regarding his dedication and commitment
to his studies. He has produced some brilliant work and completed many of the BCHS challenges over the last few
weeks. He should be very proud of his achievement.
Year 9 challenge of the week:
Send a positive and meaningful message to a friend or teacher at BCHS who you have not seen due to lockdown.
Outstanding Work
Ashdon E
Science

Eva C
Science

Outstanding Work in English

Roy G

Tilly C
In this image, the woman is presented with manly attire, for instance, she is smoking
a cigar, holding a cane and wearing typical male clothes for that time in history.
Within the image there are some paintings and books hinting as a woman in 19th
century society she had received an education and could read, or even write books
and paint. Above the woman, is a man who has seemed to of lost his legs maybe
portraying the fact that during the war he had come home wounded and not able to
work anymore. This leads to the image next to him implying the wife and husband
have switched roles and the man now stays at home looking after the babies,
cooking and cleaning. The bold quote in the middle of the image “The New Woman”
suggests the controversial change, at the time, of women stepping out of the private
sphere and taking on jobs that were ‘typical’ for men.

Brandon B

Outstanding Work
Charles D
French

History

Lily K
Drama

Ellie T
Science

Outstanding Work
Frances L—English

Alicia T
Psychology

Mia H
Psychology

House points

168

112

109

123

150

Well done to all students who received House points this week.

Rewards will follow on return to school.

Keep up the good work!

Ms Emerson

